
Even though it has been a month ago since the
International Workshop, it feels like it was
yesterday. Valuable discussions and the sharing
of experiences among international peers and
stakeholders is not something that happens
every day. Over 40 participants from Brazil,
Spain, Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Romania, Sweden and Italy joined the
International Workshop and all kinds of profiles
were represented. 
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International Workshop

From people working at a chamber of commerce to people working at schools, from different
representatives of multiple fields of municipalities (such as an international department and
youth departments) to NGO representatives and many more.

The International Workshop was organised for these stakeholders to share and exchange their
experiences, and see how other countries face the challenges, how they found solutions and
what their perspectives on working with NEETS are. This workshop proved to be very successful.
It was not only very successful regarding the representation, but it also was very interesting to all
attendees. The engaging discussion provided good practices and experiences from all
countries and organisations. Moreover, it allowed to dive into the topic a little deeper during
dinner. 

Besides the International Workshop, we have
visited some classes of youngsters and their
tutors who are working under the YoPeVa
application. During this visit the youngsters
explained what they are doing during their
YoPeVa adventure. They also showed what this
programme means to them and their families
and what aspirations they have for the future. 
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https://www.facebook.com/yopeva.eu/
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Cristina Rodríguez planted a seed:

YoPeVa is just a
beginning, we should
look for more ways to
work together on the
topic of the inclusion

of NEETs in work
and/or school life.

 

One way of continuing the journey of inclusion of NEETs in work and school life, is with the
project YoPeVa Entrepreneur. Within this project we will build on to the success and potential
of YoPeVa, with an entrepreneurial dimension. By creating a model to work with Young People’s
ability to start-up a new business, YoPeVa Entrepreneur wants to promote their self-confidence,
knowledge and skills to implement and undertake entrepreneurial initiatives. Do you want more
information on YoPeVa Entrepreneur, follow the socials and keep a close eye on the YoPeVa
Entrepreneur page of the YoPeVa website. 

YoPeVa Entrepreneur

YOPEVA.EU/YOPEVA-ENTREPRENEUR

We ended the day with a visit to the Sustainable Food Exhibition at the Fundesplai premises.
This was a very impressive exhibition with informative visualisations of the impact of the food
choices we tend to make. You can find more information about this exhibition here:
https://albergueesplaibarcelona.com/en/blog-en/hostel-news/secrets-sustainable-
healthy-food/ and  here (Spanish only): https://menjaactuaimpacta.org/es/descubre-la-
exposicion/ 
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